Oracle Java Platform Integrator (OJPI) Program
Frequently Asked Questions

About the OJPI Program

The Oracle Java Platform Integrator (OJPI) program is aimed at companies that distribute or integrate embedded products. The program is designed to extend the reach of Java across embedded markets where porting, customization and integration work is required to tune Java Embedded products to fit market and device specific needs.

What products are covered by of the OJPI program?
Java ME Embedded, Java SE Embedded, Oracle Java Embedded Client (OJEC).

Details about the Java Embedded product ports available to OJPI partners are listed here:

For inquiries related to other possible ports available please contact javasales_ww@oracle.com.

Can an OJPI partner license more than one product?
Yes, a given OJPI partner can work on more than one product at a time.

What kinds of companies can become an OJPI partner?
An Oracle Java Platform Integrator (OJPI) partner is a company who has a contractual agreement with Oracle to enable porting, integration and redistribution of Oracle’s Java Embedded products.

OJPI partners typically fall under one or more of the following categories:

- **Value-added providers.** Companies that deliver Java Embedded platform ports or product extensions, or components such as market specific APIs, extensions or services.
- **Embedded services companies.** On-device software specialists that typically deliver services to module or device manufacturers.
- **Porting partners.** Creators of ports and extensions of Java Embedded products to custom platform requirements
- **System on a Chip vendors (SOC’s), chip manufacturers.** Companies that build optimized SOC or chip-specific implementations.
- **Others:** the OJPI program can cover other partner types, including system integrators, ODMs, and OEMs.

Please contact javasales_ww@oracle.com to inquire or set up a time to discuss further.

What are the benefits of becoming an OJPI partner?
By becoming an OJPI partner embedded companies can realize the following benefits:

- Build on strong foundation of Java Embedded feature-rich and proven products
- Redistribute Java Embedded products to OEMs, System-on-a-Chip vendors (SOCs) and other players in the ecosystem
- Provide their downstream customers with a consistent platform portable across choice of hardware and operating systems
- Easily customize Java Embedded to reach a breadth of devices: create ports, extensions, services, applications
- Leverage direct connections to Oracle engineering and expertise
- Enjoy greater development and deployment flexibility
- Reduce engineering complexity, time-to-market and cost
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- Leverage Oracle and Java community investment in Java technology
- Become an Oracle reference account through Oracle customer references programs

Technical

What platforms are supported by the OJPI program?
The OJPI program covers a number of Java products (Java ME Embedded, Java SE Embedded, OJEC) each of which has a corresponding list of supported development platform ports. The platform ports that can be made available to OJPI partners can be found at,

Java ME Embedded and OJEC are available in both binary and source code forms, and Java SE Embedded is available in binary code for OJPI partners. Alternative ports can also be made available for OJPI partners through Oracle Engineering Services.

Are the porting-only partners allowed to add to the Oracle Java product code or make modifications beyond porting?
Porting partners, as an OJPI partner, are able to modify the porting layer (e.g. device access APIs) as well as add APIs on top of the Oracle Java Embedded product code. Market specific and/or value added extensions are encouraged

What support options apply to OJPI?
For pre-deployment or development level support: OJPI Development Support.

For deployment or production level support: Oracle Premier Support.

Where can I find more information about the OJPI program?
For an overview of the OJPI program and support options visit the OJPI program page on OTN,

For further information customers and OJPI candidates are encouraged to reach out to their Oracle sales representatives.